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REB Draft Thesis 

THE TURNING P 0 1 NT 

1 Capltall5m on the Rampage and the Self-Imprisonment of the Intellectuals 

Outside of an armed counteT--revolution, capitalist crises in the 
USA have never revealed ~reactionary forces at work as presently with the 
Goldwater primary victory in California. When the economy was in utter collapse 
during the pep·ression, American capitalism could still produce s Franklln Delano 
Roosevelt, a leader who w.ould save it by "reforming" it, rather than a Hitler 
who would drive it to destruction by the attempt to conquer the world. Yet, 
now, when profits are at thei.:- highest, Atrerican capJtalism produces a Goldwater 
whose stnnd on evet'y question of the day, from open .shop to "state's rights", 
from opposition to the UN to insene recklessness in the use of the A-bomb, 
makes him the reflector of the Birchite organization which has helped him cap
ture the Republican Party. The unrehearsed speech and quiet ~~nner of this 
gentleman may, to the gullible, offer a contrast to the disciplined, fanatic 
FDr Right which refused to turn from its nee-fascistic course even after the 
climate for rwrder it created in Dallas did, in fact, result in the asssssins
tion of President Kennedy. 

No ~oubt. if Goldwater does become the Republ~can candidate, the 
politics of trying-to win will compel him to tone down some of his wildest state
ments. ·Tha,t uill change nothing in the objective situation whtch brought this 
terrifying phenomenon about. When, a year ago, the ex-Secretary of Agriculture 
in the Eisenhower Administration spoke-at a banquet honoring the founder and 
leader· of the Birchites, the· arch .. reactionary Robert \~etCh, who had called 
President EisenhoweT a "dupe" of the party-card-car-rying. Cormrunists, it appeared 
that no fant~·lY cou\d top that one. Yet today GeneTal Eisenhower h~mself, who 
was sufficiently "lnternatio_nally-minded" to corrmand the Allied Armies, who had · 
b~en President of the·Uni.ted States an'd for Jt aftd "for the UN" brought the 
Koresn War to a conc:lus.ion, who ''of course" represents the "moderate mains~ream" 
(whatever that is) of the Republican Party, has himself been captured without 
a single Birchite "inaccuracy" having been re'tracted, much less 'any Red shot 
haVing been fiied. The "elder statesman" whose home is near the battlefield 
of Gettysburg has helped prop up the one Northern "leader" who. is acceptable 
to the Southern racists. P.gai~, it will not matter if, at the last minute, the 
General comes out for an alleged moderate. The General's reactionary bias 'is 
clear enough. His nightmares against "federalism" are on a level with the 
racists who are reliving "the glory" of the Confederacy battlefield not merely 
100 years behind the times. but from the safety of their pollee states. 

No need to travel behind the Iron or the Bamboo Curtains to see totali
tarianism at work. ftll one has to do is go down to Mississippi. T~~re he will 
see not any "ordinary" totalitarianism at work. There all the 'fascistic inhu
manity is piled upon monolithism, as witness the many laws rushed through the 
unanimously-voting, identical two .. party legislature to legitimize the counter 
revolution against "Freedom Summer." There the climate for murder is nothing 
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new; lynchings have never ceased because they are very nearly a way of life of 
the murderous state. 

lt l-till not do to console ourselves with the statement that Golc:'water 
"can't win". That may very well be true, but the phenomenon will not thereby 
disappear. While the Goldwater victory in California is a Birchite victory, 
Goldwater defeat at the polls will not be a defeat of that reactionary organiza· 
~ McCarthyism, well-heeled though it was, was a ~-organization phenome
non. It-wreaked sufficient havoc in American life, but, on the whole, McCarthy 
was a man without an organization. The Bltchltes are an organization that has 
not Hmlt;ed its infiltration to the R;epubl1can Party.. On the contrsry, not 
only is it a polarizing fnrce for all other fanatic hate groups from the KKK to 
the Far Right youth organi:ations, not to mention either the tiny Nazi Party on 
its fringe, and that madman Gen. Edwin Walker within itS organization; there is 
also, at the heart of the Republican Party, General Eisenhower, and ex-Secretary 
of the Treasury Humphrey -- even as, ln the Democratic Party, the Dixiecrats 
head all of their impor.tant ~ongt'esa.lonal Comnittees. Thus it is not only the 
Bit'chites an~er hate groups; it is the Republican Pat'ty itself that is rotten 
to its core, even as it is the Democratic Party itself that has alw8ys found it 
possible to live with the Dixie.crsts. 

Not' does it matter that Goldwater makes that Texas conservativej 
President Johnson, look like ~r veritable radical.t thus assuring his return to 
the l-lhite House,. At the same time the· Johnson 'Adriiinistrati'on's relapse lnt:o 
the Dulles-Eisenhower foretgn policy holds throughout Southeast Asia, not to 
~ention the unSwerving support to military re~imes in Latin ftmerica and apartheid 
South ftfrica. /Is for the Johnson policy "at homen, we cari be aure that as soon 
as the· elections are over, the talk of the "affluent society" will once again 
predom~nate over 11the war on poverty." 

The crisis in the United States is a reflection as well of a ~ 
crisis~ a n~w stage in automated state capitalism that first came on the Ecene 
in France in 1958 with the r!se of De Gaulle to powe:-. N0 r is the ennui now 
limited to Europe or the Un_ited Sttites, but extends to India. Nehro 1 s death 
was, unfortunately, more symbolic of the unfinished state of the revolution than 
it was of the state of independence from British imperialism Nehru help1'!d win. 
Long before his death, we analyzed the Indian cituation. In the Politicel Lette~ 
on the Sino-Indian war we statedl 11 Strangest of all blindfolds is -the one that 
covers Nehru's vision. Now that his •neutrality' principle lies as shattered as 
5andung 1s 'Five Principles of Co-ExistenCe•, co-authored by himself end Chou En
lsi, he has suddenly discovered that Mao wishes 1 to destroy the Indian ~ay of 
Life'. He rolls that phrase off his moral lips as if it were some class-less 
phenomenon instead of so class-ridden and contrcdictory a chain over so unfinished 
a revolution that the strains and stresses in the Indian body pelitic gave Mao 
the illusion he could have ~s easy a victory within India as the military victory 
on its borders. The fact that the invasion, instead, united India as a nation 
should glve no illusions to Nehru that the massea will forever be satisfied ~ 
a sham fTeedom and no bread ••• 
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"lt is true that he is still holding out one hope of not completely 
falling into the orbit of tolestern im"Periallsm by counting on Russian aid, but 
insofar as the Indian masses are concerned, does it really matter whether lt is 
the Rusolan or the tmerican nuclear orblt1 Even as a foreign policy, a military 
line is a derivative, rather than a determinant, of the class relations within' 
the co\•ntr)'• IN THIS LIES THE DANGER THAT INDIA MAY STILL CAPI'!'ULATE EITHER TO 
COMMUNIST TOTALITARIANIS11 OR TO A MILITARY CLIQUE." 

Nothing has changed with the death of Nehru and the ccmlng to power 
of Shastri. He may have less illusions about Mao, but is even more steeped ln 
11 the Indian wtly of ltfen without intending ·ln any fundamental way to alter either 
it:s class-caste composition or dependence on British-US impoeriolt~:m. 

A parallel with capitalist Europe will help illuminate the situation 
created by the Birchite capture of the Republican Party. On the face of it, the 
Adenauer .. ne Gaulle Axis was a stillbirth. But- this has not- eliminated the faCt 
that it is there to be activated at some other time, or the fact that l.t !:s a 
symbol of the perennial reappearsnce of neo-fascist.groupings in France and in 
Germany. As· a result·, the more the Communists l~ee, the more they gain. Thus, 
buried in some obsCure corner of ··a lengthy article on the!!!,!!! German youth 
festival was the note·. that s thousand (or thousands, the article wasn't ''ery 
precise on the point) of West German youth particip~ted. One can imagine how 
little prosperous West Germany has done to cap~ure the imagination of the youth 
trying to reshapes world they did not· make for them to forget the hated Berlin 
Wall erected by East German Communist totalitarlan!sm, snub its nose at West 
German "prosperity" and S.ttend," instead, the East Berlin Youth festi,:al. Any
thing, no doubt• to get away from the never-ending series of revelatiOns of ex
Nazis in high places. 

In the US the. face of reaction is being molded anew in the count~r
revolution against ·the i~egro Revolution 0 in the revolt against .. Federalism" 
not alone "for state's rights" but fo-r capital's attempts to return to ehe open 
shop. In one sense there is nothing new about this combination of the ideo• 
logy of blg Northern capital and the old Southern plantocracy. In another sense 
everything ls -new. The middle class" -corrupted by 20 years of p"ost World War II 
"prosperity" and 10 years of post-Korean War brainwashing. whe-ther McCarthytte 
or simply "apathetic", has proOuced a new progeny: the uneasy. f1:agrnented• reck• 
less. college-educated sons and daughters. Fascinated a~d horrified by the 
ability of the automated machine 11to think"• these new young intellectuals want 
to be sut'e to align themselves with power-- the~ as well as the· machine 
power, the ''intellectual" as well as the capital power of Automationa In .a word, 
they want to be 11 in on the kill" in the hope that they will not disappear with 
"the disap~arance of the labor force." They have no time to reflect on the 
new barbarism, be that of automated production or possible nuclear holocaust. 
They are in too great o hurry to align themselves with the new.-barbarism. Gold
water has become their hero against all they deplore from labor unions to the 
Negro Revolution. 
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Fated Yith these varied forms of reaction, the white liberals that 
are swept finally into the freedom struggles of the Negroes feil to recognize 
that a Goldwater is more than an enemy of civil rishts, that f~scism ~ arise 
in "democratic" America, that such a phenomenon must be fought at its root -
its state-capitalist root with its concomitant administrative mentality-- and 
this can be done only by uniting white tabor and Negro freedom fiGhters with 
the need to construcc a new social order. 

Never was there more need for theory, and never less comprehension of 

lt. 

Old radicals are not much help here to the new freedom fighter. From 
the Social Democ:cats who follow the State TJepartment line and ask the NEgro 
leadership to show its ."responsibHity", no matter what the pressures of tbe 
living mass movement, to t~e Trotskyists who ·have remained practical "revolu~ 
tionaries" but theoretically t'o\lend everyone from Mao to Malcolm X, these 
leaders who are perennial theoretical tsilenders can hardly be expected to 
break new ground. for theory. 

Were acceptance or rejeCtion of an Underlying philosophy a mere in
tellectual exercise. it would, of course, be preferable co plunge into ac.tlvity, 
more sctivity9 and more Q!Ctivity. But this is not the.·question, Far from it 
being a matter of theory·vs. a~t!vity, it is· the 1!£! of tho~ry·~bicb diverts 
spontaneous activity into safe channels, which· fails to use it as the sour~e of 
new theory, which tacks the vision that could unite's philoSOphy of freedom 
with the movement-for freedomD This is not said because Marxist~Humanism has not 
been accepted as £h! philosophy. It is said becau~e che American intellectual's 
ignorance of Marxist-Humanism is a reflection· of ignorance of what theory;. any 
theory, is·. As though "the past never was", the petty-bourgeois intellectual 
has. tul."'Tled"'his back on.history. His self-imorisonment in.the. present moment 
has blinded him to the retationshio between theory arid history. History, as 
past or present, has not discharged theory from its responsibility to transcend 
the status quo, to disclose the pull of the future, to seek .<JUt world parallels 
and connections. The self-imprisonment in empiricism is only the counterpa~t 
of the complacenCy that "fasc.ism can't happen here. 11 

As Heg~l had len~ ago seen, the gener8tion that has not participated 
in the elaboration of theory , and hos thereafter not returned to the pro·cess 
of its becoming, but satisfied itself with beginning and ending with the 
Tesults previously achieved -· whether that be of Kantianism or Hegelianism 
(or, we may add, pragmatism or Marxlst-Humanisro) ... cnly succeedlln tuTning 
past achievements into nothing more than 11a p1llow for intellectual sloth." No 
matter how valid the historic reactions of empiricism against scholasticism, 
for example, unless scmething new was drawn from experience, some new gener~li
zation which allowed a plunge into freedom-· and world history, to Hegel and 
to Marx, was a history in the progress of the consciousness and achievement of 
freedom as c new human dimension -· ernpiticism ~ad bound to ~ experience 
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to a choos of sensation. So today's petty bourgeois tntellectuals 9 too easily 
satisfied with a. piecemeal elaborat\on of policy, are bourtd to reduce the di
rection mass action is to take to a question of which corner are we to meet on 
to begin the march to city hall. No wonder the Freedom movement is now expe~l
enclng o ncrlsl& of t.actlcs." 

I!. Freedom Sumner, the Civil Rights Bill, the Need for Philosophy 

The real issue will, of course, not be decided at city hall or the 
election booth. The r~al battle has already begun between the unarmed Freedom 
Fighters, now augmente~ by the participants, white and Negro students, in the 
Mississippi Freedom Summer Project, and the armed UNfreedom rulers in t~~t 
state within a state, the benighted "sovereign" jungle called Mtssissippi. The 
reactionary forces will not change their lynch plans with the passage of the 
Civil Rights Bill; they have nearly a century of experience in subverting the 
Constitution, have for a decade made a mockery _of the Supreme Court- decision on. 
school desegregetion, have no~ made up their minds that they can _count on the 
Federsl Go•1ernment f~r no serious. ection against them.. they will nrwertheless 
take the initiative in showing that the status guo has become intolerable to 
ih!!!!· 

This is the ~ feature, that the status quo which is intolerable to 
the Negro revolution, is, from the opposite end, also intolerable to the counter
:revolution. ·That is the significance of the Wallace !nvasion'of the North as 
well as the challenge to the O~mocratic Party in the ~outh. (Were it not for 
the minorities ... Ntgro, Jewish~ other-- \:allace could have won the'detegate·s 
from the regular·Demociatic state ·ma'cbine in Maryland.) ~ that is the sign~ . .-~ 
fic~nce of the Golwater Republican p~imary ~!ctory in California. The co~nter
revolution is on the move. Under the whip of the counter~revolution, it becomes 
imperative th~t t~e revol~tionary forces act on ~ grander scale ths~ either by 
piec_emt!al legislation or even great' demon!l.trations that- yet lack an underlying 
philosophy that, is total in its outlook and goal. 

Thus it is not only a question of enforcing the Civil Rights Bill 1 

which Governo.r Wallace, speaking fot' the Confederacy. has said "can •t~ be en
forced -· that is to say1 that they are ordering their state troopers not to 
enforce. ·Nor ls it only a matter of knowing that the Civil Rights Bill will not 
"solve" the Negro question. The question is what ~about it 1 and that 
"doing" is not limited to actions but extends to thought, to a strategy flowing 
from a philosophy which recognizes the social system which has brought these 
intolerable conditions about. For this reason it is impo&&S~le to rest content 
even with the fact that the mo~ntum will not allow for dlve¥1ions until a fully 
integrated society is achieved. The point is that no fully integrated society 
can be achieved under capitalism and for the young intellectual Left, which 
knows that, to choose this moment to reassert its vaunted pragmatism by asserting 
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the new direction will not· arise from "prescriptions of ).ogle:. and ideology".!! 
to ensure its own self-imprisonment. 

It ls true that, in contrast to the upheavals of the 1930's when labor 
str~ggles challenged capitalism at the ooint of ~roduc:.tion and stirred the inN 
tellectuals to interest in "doctrines", and 11 great event ltke the S-panish Revo
lution, put ~very "ism" to the test, the Negro Revolution of the 1960's seems 
very nearly oUtside production and led by those who accept "the system". Never
theless, the spontaneous actions can neither be identified with the adult leader
ship, nor can there be a "guarantee" that its furthet· development will be chan
nelized-- self-development of a movement has its o~l logic, its own dialectic, 
which brooks no outAide interference. We who have been in this movement from 
its beginning, who have participated in all its rr~jor activities, from the 1961 
Freedom Rides into MissisSippi,_ through the picket lines in the North, to the 
completion of the full circle with participation 1n Mississippi Freedom Summer 
in 1964, must bring to the fore Marxist-Humanism both in its many-sidedness and 
in its concretization as relationship between theory and practice. , 

Pt this moment, white.lohor struggles have by no means achieved the 
sweep of the Negro Revolution, but strikes have been spreading throughout the 
~ountry. They are not as yet coordinated, but they are chal~englng, since 
this is contract negotiation time and condftions in .the shop are so· bad·7 that even 
the labor bureaucracy now speaks about the need to change these conditions .as 
taking priority over the fake "Profit sharing plans" ·they heretofo're esPOused. 
With the· picket 1 ine before GN which demanded upgrading of Negroes, a new stage 
.was opened in the relatiOnship of white to N~gro at· the point of production, 
where the Negro worker well appreciates labor solidarity. There is, moreover, 
the never-ending crisis in coal, and the rank and file activitie~ ~f coal miners 
for. full employment, especially 1~ Appalachia, in Uazardt Kentucky. 

It is not that the young intellectua"t Left fails to-see the need for 
a confrontation with the capitalist system itsel~. As one youth from Chester, 
Pa., expressed it, 11We are faced by a society which refuses to yield." It is 
on this question that the young and adult leadershtp collide. To try at this 
time to say it is only a question of a division on tactics: is to put on bli"nders 
just as the road ahead opens up wide. 

It is true, as Rev. King says, that "The best way to defeat an army is 
to divide it. Negroes as well as whites have compounded confusion and distorted 
reality by defending the ·legal approach and condemning direc~ action, or defend
ing direct action and condemning the legal approach.:' The two approaches are 
not contradictory, and both tactics are needed. When, howev~r, Rev. King pro
ceeds, in a roundabout way, to criticize New York bec~uee it doesn't accept 
inundation with hi! underlying religious motif, he is in fact criticizing the 
movement's reaching out for a total philosophy. Here is ~hat he writes in his 
latest book, Why We Crnnot Waits " ;\ppt•oximately 51. of the total Negro population 
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went willingly to jail (in the South). Were that percentage duplicated in 
New York City, some 50,000 Negroes would overflow its prisons. If a people 
can produce from its rank~ 51. who will go voluntarily to jail for s just cause, 
sur£tly nothing can thwart its ultimate triumph." Does lns1stfmce on extending 
the struggle to economic issues, whether that be rent strike& or trying to 
impel white labor to united action, in any way thwart "ultimate triumph"? The 
racist action of the AFL-CIO plumbers in Brooklyn, New York, on the one hand, 
and the use of some Negroes as strike breakers in Hillsdale, Michigsn, on the 
other, surely a~e a great deal more divisive than differences within the civil 
rights movement. 

It is not a qu,estlon of "mobilization" .... a gl'eat deal more than SX 
is' involved, deeply \nvolved, in the civil rights struggle in Ne\1 Yorlt. The 
question is: fot what purposes? Under what banner7 And under. these circum. 
stances ~o have the young intellectual Left lik~~lse limiting discussion to 
de'\:i&ing te:tlcs, ·anti· reducing dialectical logic tO a queEtion of "pre
script~onsJ•, irrrnedtete precrlptlons, is -not alone to imprison oneself. but 
also to create the climate both for the communist usurpation of the banner of 
"the socialist alternative t~ capltalism",and usurpation of the Freedom Now 
banner by a racist pafty out to teed the "backward masses", For both of these 
tendencies, thoug~ they haye a "phtlosol)hy",are expert in hiding it

1 
while 

parading out, endlessly, one issue at s time, then moving over to "multiple" 
issues, but never, never operily stating that in fact they are opposed to genuine 
self-determination bj the masses themselves, 5 facing the question of what.· 
happens after "victory": how then to assure- that pO~~r vill not reside in a new 
bureaucracy 6nd, above all, ho;n:ow to dO away l<lith. the euttst conception of 
having decision.mSking in other t'iiin the hands of "the leaders." 

Of course. there is ~ compulsion to thought thot comes from objective 
needs, Of course, thought ch8nges ·with changing objective conditions. But, 
depending ·on~ s"tde of the production process you are, and what ~ repre
sent in the pull of the future, different class interests tug at you. It is this 
which compels a ri!aasessment of the new, a S'eBrch for the llnlc of continuity with 
Marxism. 

Just as it is no accident that the present leadership of the civil 
righta movements ftnd the Gandhian linka, rather than the native Abolitionist 
links, more compatible with their own attitude to "the system", so it is no acci
dent that the young intellectual Left revels in its prag~tic origins. The 
struggle for the minds of men must begin w!th a dialogue with tho participants 
in the freedom movement who have thernselve!l reached a turning point in the ob
jective movement and therefore a turning point in their own aelf-dtvelopment. 
It is necessary to jump off from the starting point; it is necessary to jump 
off, but not into unchartered waters. 
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Ill. Why Philosophy? Why Now! The Need for the New Book 

Nearly 20 years after the end of World War II -- a full generation 
has grown up! -- and yet look at our "new", nonfascist world: 20 years after 
the British Empire began its dissolution with India winning its independence; 
15 years after Ttto broke from Stalin, and Mao won pot~r in China; a decade 
since the end of the Korean Wnr and true deStallnlzatlon was begun by the East 
German workers, who first put an end to the myth of invincibility of Russian 
tot ali tarlanism --3 new stage of freedom which was climaxed in that orbit by 
the 1956 Hun~arian Revolution; some 7 years since a whole new world was opened 
by the African Revolutions that so enveloped whole continents· that even in the 
mightiest imperialist empire -- the United States -- Cuba tore aw~y fr~e, not 
to mention the Negro Revolution5 right :within this country; all these world
shaking events, and yet, and yet, capitalism is still so firmly in the saddle · 
that it can exude a new form of reaction. In Europe there is DeGsullism; in 
the United States, Goldwaterism; the Sino-Soviet conflict signifies, not a break 
£!2m state-capitalism but ~ it~ for th~ domination over the new third world 
~f newly independent countries aspiring to establish themselves on new founda
tions. During the s8me period, tbe Cuban Revolution was so diverted from its . 
humanist channels that Cuba is now hardly more tnan a satellite of Russia. Far 
from 3ctlng as a beacon for t,he whole. of Latin-America, as it did in the first 
year of revo_lutlon, it now, as in Venezuela; offers so shabby an· alternattve·to 
Betancourt "democracy" and undiminished .American imperialist domination, that 
the Venezu~lans rejected Fidelismo. Must we then in the United States never
theless fall victim to the gravitational pull of pseudo-revolutionism -- Maoism, 
Trotskyism, Fidelismo, "pure" ~~•sm? ThiS, indeed, is the only alternative 
!!!!£!: C:t!! looks for escape, Jnst~Sd of true liberatiOn, whJch Cfln only be achieved 
where there is a unity of the movement of liberation and the philosophy of ltber
BtlOn.: 

We have reached a turning point. The turnfng point· in our life snd 
times requires not so much a retu~n to the French Revolution of 1789-93 (t~~ 
highest point of the 2 epoch of revolutions ~hich gave birth both to the machine 
age~ the Hegelian dialectic), as a look at the post World Wer II period. 

JUst as ic was no accident that in liberaeed FTance after World War II 
Hegelian dialectics and Nl"x'a humanism became the Ut"gent questions of the day, 
so in our day the answer to: What Now? rests in the rediscovery of Marxist-Human
ism, It is not necessary, in order to expose the void, to return to the deat~ 
of Lenin and the disarray in the Marxist movement. The need fer a philosophy 
is felt by others than Marxists. While it is true that the Hueantsm of MarxiSm 
was made a question of the doy, lnd~e~, a question of life and death by the 
Hungarian Freedom Fighters who spoke in Marxist terms, it was raised as poignant
ly by the African revolutionaries who !poke, instead, of "Negritude", independent 
African soclalJam. Humanism. has now become the imperative for tha Negro Revo• 
lution, for the young intellectual, white and Negro, who sees that "the power 
structure" will not let it be, and yet conaiders it sufficient to meet each situa-
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tion as it arhes without having any "preconceived notionsn. In order to grasp 
the need for en underlying Marxist-Humanist philosophy, however, what is neces
sary is to see philosophy not only "in general", but. most concretely and pro
foundly as~ link in the forward movement of humanity. Even for seeing the 
fork in the road ahead, it is necessary, first of all, to clear away the intel
lectual debrb,. the "undogmatic", no less than the "dogmatic". 

A piecemeal policy is lnc~pable of disclosing the historic link, the 
continuity in the struggle for freedom, much less anticipate the future course 
of revolution as 1t overcomes the counter-revolution that has Dlways appeared 
at critical moments just Yhen victory seemed in ~ight. Lessons cf hi:to~y c=r.~ 
not be diSmissed ~ith a shrug of the shoulders ~bile one continues to live only 
for the moment. Unfinished revolutions have ever been the source for the new 
breath the old class society draws to keep on existing. Sometimes it even 
appears as "new~ as the democratic Weimar Republic did when compare.d to the 
Kaiser regime that preceded it. Yet July (Kornilov's attempted counter-revo
lution) was not just a·date on the calendar, nor only a Russian phenomenon chat 
·intervened between February (overthrow of Tsar) and October (workers' state). 
February would r.P.ver hove. "gone on" to ·october without the Bolsheviks. Ar: in 
Germany in l9J.9, the Russian Revoloution would. have been beheaded by the counter
revolution just beneath the surface that rose to the surface on all ~ides to 
challenge the w~rkers' poWer .that had been achieved. 

History is· full of examples of "dead"· societies that live em, onlY to 
exude a new reaction. Between the defeated 1923 German Revolution and triu~ 
phant Nazism a whole decade passed, but the seeds of counter revolution were 
present in the ~re..~rdars o£: Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, and in the first 
Na~i. beerball putsch, which failed in the early 1920's but wes also not· trans
formed into any new. October. Theory is ·neede"d not only to discern the counter
revolution, but to overcome it. History may repeat itself, but a miSsed revo
lutionar_y moment perishes into the old decadent society. 

When Hegel complained that philosophy hed not respon~ed to the chal
lenge of the French Revolution, he didn't mesn that it ~ould have done so if 
thought 11correspondec1" to realitY. He meant thought too would have to transform 
reality. It is this, just this, principle.of dialectic which Marx drove beyond 
the .limits of philosophy when he wrotez "Philosophers have interpreted the world,. 
The point ls to change 1t.1• Far from this meaning only material chang~, it 
meant change t~lso in consciousness, in thought, in the minds of the "educato-rs" 
as well as those "to be educated,." From the moment when Marx first stated that 
In 1845, to the last breath of life he drew In 1883, It would be hard to find a 
division between his theory and his practice, a let up in either the development 
of theory or in participation of rvvolut!onary class struggles, national and 
interl'\&tlonal. His thecry Uvea after him because it not only reflected the 
period in which he lived, but our own period. We all know thatl 

(1) By introducing the wage laborer into economics, Marx transformed 
it from a science of things dealing with profits and wages 1 to one of production 
relAtions, concerned with laborers and captt~lista at the point of production. 
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(2) By introducing Man into Hegelian dialectics, which had concerned 
itself with de:velopment of consciousness snd self-conscio~Jsness, Marx put an 
end to the dehumanization of philosophy. 

(3) By making the masses the subject of history, he did awey with the 
utopianism of social ism, the bringing in of an "ism" by utopian nlanners from 
the outside, instead of seeing the masses themselves reshaping history~ the 
material foundat'ons !2 its ideas. Only the whole is the truth. 

(4)For the Humanism of Marxism, !!!!!!..BS creatlYity became the noint of 
departure and the point of return, the transformed reality and the insight into 
the future. This was so not only for the young Marx, nor only for the mature 
Harx to whom, as Herleau-Ponty succinctly e"presaed 1t 1 "economics was relnte .. 
grated into history, rather than history being reduced to economics.n As Marx 
reshaped Capital under the imoact of the- American Civil War and the stiuggle for 
the shortening o~ the working day, theory itself was transformed. from ari intel

·lec:tual debate to a reflectio\\ not only of the clBss struggles, but of the pull 
of the future. Only a creative theory can end the division between mental and. 
monual labor, can anticipate the reign of freedom, can, by uniting thought and 
action, assure freedom's being. 

·rhe relationship of thOught. to freedom hit Le~in with such ex.r:r8~rdln
ary force when the Second International proved impotent in the face Of the chal

·lenge of World War I that this greatest of ~11 resllsts.wrote excitedly, tdesl
lstically, ·approvingly, this paraphrase of the mystic Hegel: "Cognition not only 
reflects the world, but creates it. 11 And indeed this became not just an 
ideal, but the actual Qreporation for thC ,Russian Revolutio·n. Without such an 
underlying philosophy. Lenin could not have wri tten"Stste and RE:volut ion" and 
made this both the preparation for .revolution and the foundation for what happens 
aft~rwards to assure the needed breakdown of the division between mental and 
manual labor, if ever a truly new society was to be created •. 

This much, and more, ~arxism and Freedom established, but the fact 
that the historic continuity w"as lost with Trotskyism was only irnpl ied in .th"t 
work. The. new book will "correct'ff"t'hts, that is to· say, make it exoliclt. It 
is true that Trotskyism, having fatted to become a polarizing force for any new 
Mar~ist regroupment, there was no necessity in the 1950's to destroy all its 
pretE:nsions to histOric continuit)•.. Wlth the Sino·Soviet conflict out in the 
open in the 1960's, however, Maoism is exerctslng a gravitational pull on the 
left, and Trotskyism which is t~tlending 'it 1 is just the non-Stalinist whitewash 
needed to make Mao's "uninterrupted revolution" and Trotsky's "permen.ent revo
lution" the way to "revolutionary se1zure of power" as !£ our whole state Cd,2i: 
taltst age 1-lasn't proof that wUHilgn.ess to take eowe:r and class collaboration
ism are no longer opposi~es. Moreover, for the purposeo of the civil rights 
movement in the u.s., the revolutionary sound ta heard above the underlying 
class collaborationlsm and therefore can~as a polarizing force for the in• 
tellectuat left which thinks tt can live very well without a total phllos~phy. 
The theoretic de~truction of Trotskyism has become a necessity becauue in our 
life and times there is a danger_~h!~~hole forward movement of humanity will 
once again bJ!_!~.P~.£~J!!!&J!oint. 
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The further digging into ph\lo5ophic roots, the reformulation of this 
philosophy of freedom for our epoch in ever new forms can be done only by us. 
This is not only a question of the present state usurpers of MarxiSm, or the 
pretenders to Marxist continuity. The hard~oblem ls that neither Marx nor 
Lenin could have, in the concrete, seen· the problems of our age. This is our 
task. Therein lies the uniqueness of Marxlst·Humanism. Just as it is no acci
dent that six weeks ~ the East German workers to1·e down· the myth of Com
munist totalitarian invincibility, we concretized "theltlsolute Idea" for our age 
by showing that the movement is not only from theory to practice, but from 'Prac
tice to theory, and this decided the structure of Marxism and Freedom, so the 
'C"'''c'retization of 11 t'iie""S'econd negativity", that i~say, not only the over
throw of the old.but the creation' and continuity of the neto~, will determine the 
structure of the new book. No one else has even oa·sed th~ working out of a 
new relationship of theory to practice demanded by our age. The rees-tabl1shm!:!nt 
of the Humanist and Abolitionist roots of Marxism, which were the goals of 
Marxism and Freedom -- and which were concretized on the American scene by 
American Civilization on Trial, and on the 'world scene by the chapter on Mao in 
the new edition of Marxism and Freedom -- must be extended so that both organi
zationally and philosophieall'y the spontaneous movements on a world acale can 
rediscover the mi_ssing link, the historic continuity with the "f're'C'dum struggles 
and once and for all have freedom~' indtv~d~ally, sociallyt totally. 

Philos~phic thought leads from immediate experienCe to its historic 
structure via the principle of freedom. That which united Marx-.with the AbOli
tionists during the Civil l~ar, with the Irish in thr. struggle for self-deter~~na• 
t~on, with the Cof'ililunards in the Paris Conmune, wHl then reveal .itself into the 
what now for our age. Organizational responsibility for theoretic positions is 
a pre:r,equisice for the discernment of the net~ dimensions 0£ history. 

IV. Conclusions: Orgnnization81 Resoonsibttity for Theoretic Positions 
snd Immediate Perspectives 

The activities of the .organization, past. present and future, will be 
dealt with. in separate reports, not Only on organl:ation and the paper, but also 
the Marxism and Freedom paperback, the project ion of a new pamphlet 11A Doc•.:o~.· 
Speaks", as well a_s the finances without which neither the organization nor 
the paper, much less the pamphlet, can be carried out. W~ will not go into the 
details of any of these projects here, but it is necessary to draw so!D"l polit.ical 
conclusions which wlll affect our functioning in ell these f_ields over the next 
two year~. 

(1) First of all, the organizational responsibility for theoretical 
positions is something that not only characterizes the News & Letters Conmittees 
as Corrmitteea, but the functioning of ·l'<lews 6 Letters Committee members in all 
other organizations. This will be especially true in our future functioning in 
civil rights, and labor organizations, where functioning as Harxist-Humanlsta 
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will mean that we will be projecting philosophic and oolitical analyses along 
with the actual activities in ~hich we participate. In a word, the generaliza
tion to be drawn from any activity, as it is discussed by the relevant organiza
tions, will be made by us openly on the floor wherever oossible. 

(2) We ourselves must be more concretely aware of ~ organizational 
responsibility for theoretic positions means, not only in our present develop
ment, but What it has always meant historically. Marx began .with e philosophic 
theoretic total outlook, but .had to depend on other tendencies in building pro
letarian organizations, whether that was on a national scale or international. 
Lenin built a separate tendency, a sep~rete organizational form. for what becdme 
e tendency. That is to say, no theoretical positions had been established to 
distinguish what ·later became Bolsheviks and Mensheviks et the time (1902-3) 
when he developed his vanguard party. Trotsky never even bothered to put his 
permanent revolution thesis as the basis for his new party, satisfying himself 
with the idea thnt his was "true Leninism". In the 1940's, when we first 
theoretically broke with Trutskyism and elaborated the theory Of stat~-capital
ism, that stateMc~pitalist tendency nevertheless did not take or&anizational re
sponsibility for it:s theory by consummating any break-rr:cm Trotskyism in an orga:.. 
nizBtional way. Even when a break was forced upon the tendency tri 1951, there 

·--was no public face: .to the tendency's eXistence until 1953, and ev~n then it did 
not become the underlying theory of the 'paper ~hat did appear. Only with the 
est£blishment of News & Letters in 1955 did the founding Sroup take responsi
bility both for the workers• paper and the assignment for restating Marxism for 
our age. When we consider that in the case of the original stete~capitalist· 
tendency more than a full decade intervened betwee'n its appearance in theory and 
any independent organizational form for it, while. in the second case, that is 
to say, when as M_arxh:t-Humanists we took organizational responsibility for our 
theory a'nd Marx'ism and Freedom was completed in 18 months, you get an idea both 
of the impact of organizational responsibility for theoretic positions on the 
aCtual funCtioning of an organization, and itS theoretical development. No 
group can compete with us in· the concretization of theory, _whether it is i,n the 
form of ;Jamphlets written by woikers, such as Workers Battle AutOmation ; 
or in the form of the story of activists in the civil rights moyement, as·f!!!· 
dom Riders Speak for Them!ives ; or ln conCretization of theoretical posi
tions like American Civilization on TriBl and the Afro-Asian Revolutions. 

In a word, in contrast to the 1902-03 period-, where ;Jarty building 
meant organizational dlscipl\n~ of intellectuals, today, the Marxist-Humanist 
basis of organization and organizational responsibility for theoretic positions 
ls the way, the only way, of exoanding theorY itself. 

(3) \.Jhst is needed now, in the competition of ideas, is to be ln the 
mark~t-place of ideas, and that market~place is the metropolis of New York. 
Just as the reason th&t determined the move to Detroit in 1955 was to be where 
the ~ of ideas is •• where the proletariat. is, in the industrial center -
so for the new book, the necessity is to be among the intellectuals, to compel 
them to face Marxist-Humanism. The center remains netroit, but New Y0 rk must 
become more than a local. Th~ REB therefore proposes that a sub-center be es
tablished ln New York. The convention itself will spell out how to achieve this, 
who will be asked to move, and the conseal•ences of the resulting new relations. 
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(4) The News & Letters Committees, especially its leadership, spells 
out the organizetional res~onsibility for theoretic positions by making sure 
that the national chairman, who is to write the new book, is to ha,te a minimum 
of four continuous months away from any organizational responsibility. This is 
to begin the day after the convention. 

(5) Finally, and centrally, the youth work is to be concentrated where 
it came to be on its own. It is no accident ·that the one place where a Marxist
Humanist journal was published regularly on a college camPUs (and thus a theore• 
tic basis was laid for organizational activity) is also the ?lace.where there 
were the greatest sales of our literature, and where the most work was done in 
t.he civil rights movement" In contrast to the standing youth corrmittee, whoSe 
work was rather haphazard, the Los Angeles youth wurk was consistent, original, 
and truly youth. Ther~fore, despite the fact that the editing of the Youth page 

must continUe to be dane in the Center where the.poper is published, L.A. now . 
becom@s the center for youth work, and those aspects of youth work which concern 
other arees cannot b.e done .to1ithout full consultation with the L.A. youth. This 
of necessity wlll effect the youth r~presentation on the.REB,.which the Conven~ 
tion will deal with, even ·as it will make explicit what thts· means in relation 
to the new book.- · 

* * 

JUNE, 1964 
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